
We're a professional supplier of custom mat in China for more than 10 years, USA
and Europe is our main market, and we enjoy good reputation in the market.
Custom mat is one of our main products, we have many different kinds of
materials for choice, the popular one is hand acrylic tufted with cloth backing,
such as Water Absorption Nonslip Mat Floor Rug. We're the supplier to many
famous brands, including Adidas, Levi's, Subway, Honda, Vans, Boost Mobile,
ANNA SUI, etc.., and our MOQ is 1pc only.
 
Please see more details as below:

Item Name Water Absorption Nonslip Mat Floor Rug

Pile Material Acrylic

Backing
Material

Cloth

MOQ 1pc

Lead Time 30-40days

Technics Hand tufted

Multi Functions Home decorations, holiday gifts, entrance door
mat, hotel carpet, etc.

 
1. Applicated Occasion: Suitable for decorating, home, kitchen, living
room,bedroom, bathroom, wedding, party, celebration or any occasion. Accent
your doorway with this colorful and affordable doormat.
 
2. Size Variance: We could custom your size to meet your requestment. Please
note that the size tolerance of Water Absorption Nonslip Mat Floor Rug is +/-3%.
 
3. Color Tolerance: We will do our best to match the colors of PMS, but color
matching can be very difficult. We can get closer, but color is by no means an
accurate science and fluctuates. Accurate color matching is affected by many
factors. Usually we can approach the most PMS colors. we need extra time to make
the artwork proof to make the PMS colors as close as possible.
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FAQ

Q: What is the technic of Water Absorption Nonslip Mat Floor Rug?

A: It is hand tufted with acrylic pile and cloth backing.

 

Q: Does it need to pay Art Fee for making logo design?

A: No, Art Fee is free. You could provide your own design in JPG, AI or PDF files. You can also
provide your logo or design image, our designer could make the artwork proof according to
your requirements, we will send the finished artwork for your approval before production.

 



Q: Is it possible to get a free sample?

A: We are willing to offer a free stock sample for quality evaluation, freight collect.

 

 


